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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the Traffic Signal Priority Study is to determine which intersections within the 
City of Stockton should be signalized or converted into a roundabout. The study provides 
guidelines to determine the most suitable traffic control measure and priority rating criteria to 
rank the intersections for improvements. The previous Traffic Signal Priority study was 
conducted in 2008. 

There are currently over 335 traffic signals within the Stockton metropolitan area. Presently, the 
City maintains 297 traffic signals. The remaining signals are under Caltrans and San Joaquin 
County jurisdictions. Written agreements are established for intersections that have overlapping 
right-of-way with other jurisdictions. The agreements define the responsibility for maintenance 
and operation of such traffic signals. 

2. SCOPE OF STUDY 
The City of Stockton conducted a study to determine which of the 52 unsignalized intersections 
are potential candidates for the installation of a traffic signal or a roundabout. The scope of the 
study is listed below by section number. 

o Section 3. Data Collection: traffic count data collected and analyzed at the 52 study 
intersections. 

o Section 4. Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis: conducted traffic signal warrants at the 52 
study intersections, per California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA 
MUTCD) standards. 

o Section 5. Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE): evaluated traffic control measures to 
identify the most suitable control type for the intersections that warrant signalization. The 
traffic control evaluated primarily includes traffic signal or yield (roundabout) control. 

o Section 6. Traffic Signal & Roundabout Prioritization: develop a priority ranking for 
locations at which the installation of traffic signals and roundabouts is recommended. 

o Section 7. Left-Turn Phasing Evaluation: evaluated whether protected left turn phasing 
should be considered at 15 existing signalized intersections, based on CA MUTCD 
criteria. 

2.1 Financial Summary 
The City is divided into four zones and a Citywide zone. These five zones were established 
when the “Traffic Signal Fee” ordinance was adopted by the City Council. Funds are collected 
for each zone from building permits and development. The funds collected from each zone are 
spent for traffic signals in that zone. The Citywide funds are used to pay for traffic signals on 
streets where individual zone funds are insufficient to construct or the signal is being built to 
improve traffic flow in the Stockton Metropolitan area. 
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There are three types of projects which have associated costs. The summary of average costs 
is presented in Table 1 below. The cost of installing a typical 4-leg traffic signal is $450,000. 
The average cost of installing a mini single-lane roundabout is $280,000. These costs are 
described in further detail in later sections. The cost of engineering and construction to install 
left-turn phasing is approximately $250,000 per intersection. The left-turn phasing project 
includes engineering costs and construction costs. The project may require installing an 
additional lane, right-of-way acquisition, signal timing and signal modification.  
 
 Table 1: Summary of Average Project Costs 

Project Type 
Average 

Cost 

Traffic Signal  $450,000 

Mini Single-Lane Roundabout $280,000 

Left-Turn Phasing $250,000 

3. DATA COLLECTION 
This section describes the traffic data and crash data compiled and collected for the study. Fifty-
two (52) unsignalized intersections were identified by the City as potential candidates for the 
installation of traffic signals. Fifteen (15) signalized intersections were identified as potential 
candidates for protected left-turn or conversion to roundabout. The compiled data was used as 
a basis to analyze the study intersections under existing conditions for the traffic signal warrant 
analysis. The study intersections were reviewed to determine appropriate locations to conduct 
the traffic counts.  

3.1 Data Compiled and Collected 
The following data were obtained from the City of Stockton: 

1. Copy of the 2008 Stockton Traffic Signal Priority Study 

2. Traffic signal timing sheets for the study intersections  

The traffic signal timing sheets were used for the protected left-turn and roundabout priority 
study. The City of Stockton possesses the signal timing sheets for all signalized intersections 
within the study. Turning movement counts were collected in the month of November 2017 
during typical weekdays (Tuesday through Thursday) when schools were in session. All the 
compiled data are contained in a separate Traffic Data Collection Memorandum dated 
December 27, 2017 as shown in Appendix A. 

The following data were collected: 

1. Weekday (12-hour) vehicle turning movement counts 

2. Weekday (12-hour) pedestrian and bike counts 

3. AM/PM peak period traffic volume counts for signalized intersections 
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4. Recent two years of SWITRS collision data for the City of Stockton 

The traffic volume counts were collected for all of the study intersections within the City of 
Stockton jurisdiction. Table 2 lists the intersections within the project limits. 

Table 2: List of Study Intersections and Locations for Turning Movement Counts 

Number Intersection Location 
Traffic 
Control 

1 Airport Way and Acacia St  Stop 

2 Airport Way and Anderson St  Stop 

3 Airport Way and Poplar St  Stop 

4 Airport Way and Sixth St  Stop 

5 Alexandria Place and Lincoln Road  Stop 

6 Alpine Ave and Alvarado Ave  Stop 

7 Alpine Ave and Sutter Street  Stop 

8 Arch-Airport Rd and Giannecchini Lane  Stop 

9 Arch-Airport Rd and Pock Lane  Stop 

10 Bianchi Rd and Claremont Ave  Stop 

11 Bianchi Rd and Hillsboro Way  Stop 

12 Bianchi Rd and Townehome Drive  Stop 

13 Brookside Rd and Gleneagles Dr  Stop 

14 California St and Cleveland St  Stop 

15 California St and Eighth St  Stop 

16 California St and Flora St  Stop 

17 California St and Poplar St  Stop 

18 California St and Vine St  Stop 

19 Carolyn Weston Blvd and Ishi Goto St  Stop 

20 Charter Way and Army Court  Stop 

21 Davis Rd and Chaparral Way  Stop 

22 Davis Rd and Royal Oaks Dr  Stop 

23 Don Ave and Waudman Ave  Stop 

24 El Dorado St and Castle St / E Hampton Street  Stop 

25 El Dorado St and Glencannon St  Stop 

26 El Dorado St and Iris Ave  Stop 

27 El Dorado St and Ninth St  Stop 

28 Feather River Dr and Driftwood Place  Stop 

29 Georgia Ave and Lever Blvd  Stop 

30 Hazelton Ave and Stanislaus St  Stop 

31 Holman Rd and Horsetail St  Stop 

32 Lower Sacramento Rd and Morada Ln  Stop 
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Number Intersection Location 
Traffic 
Control 

33 Main St and Broadway Ave  Stop 

34 Maranantha Dr and Inspiration Dr  Stop 

35 McDougald Blvd and French Camp Rd  Stop 

36 McDougald Blvd and Henry Long Blvd  Stop 

37 McDougald Blvd and Ishi Goto St  Stop 

38 Miner Ave and Grant St  Stop 

39 Morada Ln and Caywood Dr  Stop 

40 Morada Ln and Cherbourg Way  Stop 

41 Morgan Place and Swain Rd  Stop 

42 Pacific Ave and Monterey Ave  Stop 

43 Pershing Ave and Argonne Dr/Vernal Way  Stop 

44 Pershing Ave and Burke Bradley Dr  Stop 

45 Pershing Ave and Longview Ave  Stop 

46 Pershing Ave and Marco Polo Dr  Stop 

47 Pershing Ave and Mendocino Ave  Stop 

48 Pershing Ave and Princeton Ave  Stop 

49 Robinhood Dr and Claremont Ave  Stop 

50 Robinhood Dr and Holiday Ave  Stop 

51 Tam O'Shanter Dr and Shamrock Dr  Stop 

52 West Lane and University Ave  Stop 

53 Benjamin Holt Dr and Plymouth Rd  Signal 

54 Benjamin Holt Dr and Herndon Place  Signal 

55 California St and Walnut St  Signal 

56 El Dorado St and Robinhood Dr  Signal 

57 El Dorado St and Benjamin Holt Dr  Signal 

58 Filbert St and Fremont St  Signal 

59 Hammer Ln and Lan Ark Dr  Signal 

60 Hammer Ln and Montauban Ave  Signal 

61 Hammer Ln and Lorraine Ave  Signal 

62 March Ln and McGaw St  Signal 

63 March Ln and Precissi Ln  Signal 

64 Pershing Ave and Country Club Blvd  Signal 

65 Pershing Ave and Harding Way  Signal 

66 West Ln and Hammertown Dr  Signal 

67 Airport Way and Hazelton Ave  Signal 
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3.2 Crash Data 
The raw crash data was retrieved from Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS), 
which is a database that serves as a means to collect and process data gathered from a crash 
scene. Two years of crash data, August 2015 to August 2017, was used for the analyses. The 
dataset includes a multitude of information for each crash: date, time, location, traffic control, 
weather, severity, primary collision factor, lighting and CHP notes. Extensive data processing 
was required prior to beginning the analysis. This processing effort involved standardizing street 
names, verifying jurisdiction boundaries, and verifying the accuracy of location information. The 
crash data was filtered to remove any of the locations not within the study intersections. This 
crash data was used for the signal warrant analysis (Warrant 7) and will be used for the 
intersection prioritization studies. 

4. TRAFFIC SIGNAL WARRANTS ANALYSIS 
This section provides a summary of the traffic signal warrant analysis, including methodology, 
assumptions, results, and recommendations. This study examines the applicable California 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD) signal warrants at each of the fifty-two 
(52) study area intersections. The results of the warrant analysis were combined with site 
observations and engineering judgment to form a basis for recommendations. 

Appendix B contains the traffic signal warrant reports and calculations. Appendix C contains 
NCHRP 562 reports and calculations for locations recommended for pedestrian crossing 
improvements. 

4.1 Methodology 
This study is based on requirements set forth in the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices, 2014 edition, version 3. Traffic signal warrants provide guidance on whether 
installation of a new traffic signal is appropriate. All applicable traffic signal warrants were 
considered at each intersection. If one or more of the signal warrants are met, then the 
signalization of the intersection may be appropriate. In general, interrupting traffic flow for 
pedestrians, bicyclists, or a minor street movement is acceptable practice if warranted by 
sufficient activity and there are no substantial adverse impacts to traffic progression. If a traffic 
signal is to be installed, it should result in a safer and more efficient intersection. 

Twelve (12) hours of weekday vehicle turning movement traffic counts (including vehicles, 
bicycles and pedestrians) were collected for use in the traffic signal warrant analysis for all 52 
unsignalized intersections. The data was collected between Tuesday November 7, 2017 and 
Thursday November 9, 2017, during the hours of 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM. Collecting 12 hours of 
volume data will ensure the capture of the highest eight hours of data for Warrant 1 analysis.   

4.2 Traffic Signal Warrants 
Chapter 4C of the CA MUTCD provides the following standards to justify the need for a traffic 
signal at an intersection: 

1. An engineering study of traffic conditions, pedestrian characteristics, and physical 
characteristics of the location shall be performed to determine whether installation of 
a traffic control signal is justified at a particular location. 
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2. The investigation of the need for a traffic control signal shall include an analysis of 
factors related to the existing operation and safety at the study location and the 
potential to improve these conditions, and the applicable factors contained in the 
following traffic signal warrants: 

Warrant 1: Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume 

This warrant is intended for locations where a large volume of intersecting traffic is the principal 
reason to consider installing a traffic signal or where the traffic volume on a major street is so 
heavy that traffic on a minor street intersecting the street suffers excessive delay or conflict in 
entering or crossing the major street.  

To meet the requirements of this warrant, the total number of vehicles per hour on the major 
street and the higher volume minor street approaches should meet the required minimum 
volumes. At least eight separate hours are needed to satisfy this warrant. 

Warrant 2: Four-Hour Vehicular Volume 

This warrant is intended to be applied where the volume of intersecting traffic is the principal 
reason to consider installing a traffic signal. To meet the requirements for Warrant 2, the total 
number of vehicles per hour on the major street and the higher volume minor street approaches 
should meet the required minimum volumes. 

Warrant 3: Peak Hour 

This warrant is intended where traffic conditions are such that for a minimum of 1 hour of an 
average day, the minor street traffic suffers undue delay when entering the major street. This 
warrant is only applied in the vicinity of facilities that attract or discharge large numbers of 
vehicles over a short time (such as an office park, industrial complex, or school).  

Warrant 4: Pedestrian Volume 

This warrant is intended for applications where the traffic volume on a major street is so heavy 
that pedestrians experience excessive delay in crossing the major street. To satisfy this warrant, 
the pedestrian volume crossing the major street during an average day should be 100 or more 
for each of any four hours or 190 during any one hour. 

Warrant 5: School Crossing 

This warrant is intended for application where many school children crossing the major street 
are the principal reason to install a traffic signal. To satisfy this warrant, there must be a 
minimum of 20 students during the highest crossing hour across the major street as well as an 
insufficient number of adequate gaps in the traffic stream which allows for the students to safely 
cross the major street. 

Warrant 6: Coordinated Signal System 

This warrant is applicable in situations where a coordinated signal system necessitates the 
installation of a traffic control signal to maintain proper platooning of vehicles. 
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Warrant 7: Crash Experience 

This warrant is intended for applications where the severity and frequency of crashes are the 
principal reasons to consider installing a traffic control signal. To satisfy this warrant, there must 
be: 

1. Adequate trial of alternatives that have failed to reduce the crash frequency 

2. Five or more reported crashes, of types susceptible to correction by a traffic signal, 
within a recent 12 month period 

3. Volumes high enough to meet the 80% thresholds of Condition A or Condition B of 
Warrant 1, or pedestrian volumes above 80% of the requirements of Warrant 4 

Warrant 8: Roadway Network 

This warrant is intended for applications where it is desirable to encourage concentration and 
organization of traffic flow on a roadway network. To satisfy this warrant, the intersection must 
have a total existing, or immediately projected, entering volume of at least 1,000 vehicles per 
hour during the peak hour of a typical day, and must be the intersection of two major routes. 

Warrant 9: Intersection near a Grade Crossing 

This warrant is intended for use at a location where none of the conditions described in the 
other eight traffic signal warrants are met, but the proximity to the intersection of a grade 
crossing on an intersection approach controlled by a STOP or YIELD sign is the principal 
reason to consider installing a traffic control signal. 

According to the CA MUTCD, the satisfaction of a traffic signal warrant or warrants shall not in 
itself require the installation of a traffic control signal. 

4.3 Assumptions 
The CA MUTCD signal warrants that are applicable for the studied intersections are 
summarized in Table 3. Not all warrants are examined at each intersection. If observations 
indicated that there is little or no chance that a particular warrant would be satisfied at an 
intersection, it was not analyzed.  
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Table 3: Applicable Signal Warrants  
Warrant  Signal Warrant  Applicable/Notes 

1  8‐Hour Volume  All 

2  4‐Hour Volume  All 

3  Peak Hour Volume  All 

4  Pedestrian Volume  All 

5  School Crossing  Locations within 1,000 feet of school 

6  Coordinated System 
None 

(No locations fit the criteria) 

7  Crash Experience  All 

8  Roadway Network 
None 

(No locations fit the criteria) 

9  Rail Crossing 
None 

(No locations within 140 feet of a grade crossing) 
 

A spreadsheet was developed to perform the signal warrant analysis based on the following 
assumptions: 

4.3.1 Volume Assumptions 

The CA MUTCD contains a unique provision (not found in the federal MUTCD) to account for 
locations where left turning traffic on the major street are a larger issue than minor street traffic. 
The CA MUTCD provides, “At an intersection with a high volume of left-turn traffic from the 
major street, the signal warrant analysis may be performed in a manner that considers the 
higher volume of the major-street left-turn volumes plus the higher volume minor-street 
approach as the ‘minor-street’ volume and both approaches of the major street minus the higher 
of the major-street left-turn volume as ‘major-street’ volume.” This study analyzed both standard 
major/minor volumes, and major/min or volumes modified under the California provision. 

4.3.2 Lane Assumptions 

The number of lanes on the major street and minor street is a key factor and several of the 
warrants use different volume thresholds when there are one major and one minor, two or more 
major and one minor, and two or more major and two or more minor. 

The MUTCD provides some guidance for selecting the appropriate number of lanes to analyze, 
but encourages the use of engineering judgment on a case-by-case basis. If there are storage 
lanes (i.e. turn pockets) with approximately half of the volume in the turn pockets, then the 
approach can be considered two or more lanes, even with a single through lane. Similarly, some 
wide approaches that were striped as a single lane were analyzed as a two-lane approach, if 
turning traffic was significant and formed a separate queue. There were some locations where 
the major street had two through lanes in one direction and one through lane in the other. These 
were analyzed on a case-by-case basis, after carefully reviewing volumes in each peak hour. 
Generally, the analysis assumed the smaller number of lanes in cases of an imbalance. Since 
traffic flow tends to be peaked around commute trips, intersection capacity will be governed by 
the direction with the least number of lanes during peak flows in that direction. 
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4.3.3 Warrant 5 Assumptions 

Signal Warrant 5 does not specify a maximum distance from a school where it should be 
applied. Based on school speed zoning laws, this study used a distance of 1000 feet from an 
elementary, middle, or high school as the criterion for checking this warrant. Warrant 5 may be 
applied where there are at least 20 school children crossing the major street while going to or 
walking from school. However, it is required to give adequate consideration of alternatives (e.g. 
warning signs and flashers, school speed zones, school crossing guards, or a grade-separated 
crossing) before justifying the signal. Furthermore, a traffic engineering study must determine 
that the adequacy and frequency of gaps is not adequate. In the period where the 20+ children 
are using the crossing, there must be less gaps than the number of minutes in that period (i.e. 
less than 30 gaps in a 30 minute study period, or less than 60 gaps in a 60 minute study 
period). All-way stop control locations were not reviewed for Warrant 5, as it was assumed that 
existing traffic control provides sufficient interruption to allow schoolchildren to enter the 
crosswalk. 

Four locations are candidates for Warrant 5, having the minimum number of schoolchildren 
crossing the major street at an uncontrolled location: 

 #16 California Street and Flora Street 

 #18 California Street and Vine Street 

 #30 Hazelton Avenue and Stanislaus Street 

 #33 Main Street and Broadway Avenue 

Data was collected at each site, confirming that all four locations meet the Warrant 5 criteria for 
an insufficient number of suitable gaps. However, it is not known whether other alternatives 
have been considered, in lieu of signalization. 

Additional analysis was performed, using the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP) Report 562: Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Intersections (NCHRP 562). 
The pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB) warrant in the CA MUTCD also checked at each location. 
At locations for which Warrant 5 is the only signal warrant met, the City may wish to consider 
installing PHB’s instead of a traffic signal. 

4.3.4 Warrant 7 Assumptions 

Raw collision data was retrieved from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System 
(SWITRS) for the City of Stockton for the most recent 24 months (8/15/2015-8/15/2017) as 
shown in Appendix D. The dataset includes a multitude of information for each collision: date, 
time, location, traffic control, weather, severity, primary collision factor, lighting and CHP notes. 
In order to meet Signal Warrant 7, the location must have five or more crashes in a continuous 
12 month period that are susceptible to correction by signalization. Rear-end and Hit-Object 
collisions are not considered correctable by signalization. Per the CA MUTCD, it is also required 
to give “adequate trial” of alternatives and enforcement, and meet 80% of Warrant 1 or Warrant 
4 volume thresholds. 
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Three locations have five or more crashes in a continuous 12 month period that are susceptible 
to correction by signalization. The three intersections are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Signal Warrant 7 Summary 
ID  Intersection  Total Crashes  Correctable Crashes 

24  El Dorado St & Castle St/E. Hampton St  7  5 

35  McDougald Blvd & French Camp Rd  11  8 

47  Pershing Ave & Mendocino Ave  15  8 

It is not known whether alternatives and enforcement have been tried at these locations. 
However, all three locations also fully satisfy Warrants 1 and 2, in addition to the collision 
frequency criterion of Warrant 7. Based on these criteria, signalization is recommended at all 
three locations, regardless of the “adequate trial” component of Warrant 7. 

4.4 Results 
The summary of the signal warrant analysis is shown in Table 5. This table includes the 
intersection name, whether each traffic signal warrant was met or not, and the recommendation 
regarding signalization.  

Table 5: Signal Warrant Analysis Results Summary 
No  Street 1  Street 2  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  Recommend 

1  Airport Way  Acacia St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

2  Airport Way  Anderson St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

3  Airport Way  Poplar St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

4  Airport Way  Sixth St  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

5  Alexandria Place  Lincoln Rd  N  Y  Y  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

6  Alpine Ave  Alvarado Ave  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

7  Alpine Ave  Sutter St  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

8  Arch‐Airport Rd  Giannecchini Ln  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

9  Arch‐Airport Rd  Pock Lane  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

10  Bianchi Rd  Claremont Ave  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

11  Bianchi Rd  Hillsboro Way  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

12  Bianchi Rd  Townehome Dr  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

13  Brookside Rd  Gleneagles Dr  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  N 

14  California St  Cleveland St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

15  California St  Eighth St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

16  California St  Flora St  N  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  ‐  Y/PHB 

17  California St  Poplar St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

18  California St  Vine St  N  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  ‐  N1 

19  Carolyn Weston Blvd  Ishi Goto St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

20  Charter Way  Army Court  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

21  Davis Rd  Chaparral Way  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

22  Davis Rd  Royal Oaks Dr  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 
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No  Street 1  Street 2  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  Recommend 

23  Don Ave  Waudman Ave  N  N  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

24  El Dorado St  Castle St/E Hampton St  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  Y  N  ‐  Y 

25  El Dorado St  Glencannon St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

26  El Dorado St  Iris Ave  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

27  El Dorado St  Ninth St  N  N  N  Y  Y  N  N  N  ‐  N2 

28  Feather River Dr  Driftwood Place  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

29  Georgia Ave  Lever Blvd  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  N 

30  Hazelton Ave  Stanislaus St  N  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  ‐  N1 

31  Holman Rd  Horsetail Dr  Y  Y  Y  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

32  Lower Sacramento Rd  Morada Ln  Y  Y  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

33  Main St  Broadway Ave  N  N  N  N  Y  N  N  N  ‐  Y/PHB 

34  Maranatha Dr  Inspiration Dr  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

35  McDougald Blvd  French Camp Rd  Y  Y  N  N  ‐  N  Y  N  ‐  Y 

36  McDougald Blvd  Henry Long Blvd  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  N 

37  McDougald Blvd  Ishi Goto St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

38  Miner Ave  Grant St  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

39  Morada Ln  Caywood Dr  Y  Y  Y  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

40  Morada Ln  Cherbourg Way  Y  Y  Y  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

41  Morgan Place  Swain Rd  N  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

42  Pacific Ave  Monterey Ave  N  N  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

43  Pershing Ave  Argonne Dr/Vernal Way  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

44  Pershing Ave  Burke Bradley Dr  Y  Y  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

45  Pershing Ave  Longview Ave  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

46  Pershing Ave  Marco Polo Dr  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

47  Pershing Ave  Mendocino Ave  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  Y  N  ‐  Y 

48  Pershing Ave  Princeton Ave  Y  Y  Y  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  Y 

49  Robinhood Dr  Claremont Ave  N  Y  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

50  Robinhood Dr  Holiday Ave  N  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

51  Tam O'Shanter Dr  Shamrock Dr  Y  N  N  N  ‐  N  N  N  ‐  N 

52  West Ln  University Ave  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  N  ‐  N 

Yes:  18 

Yes/PHB:  2              

No:  32 
 

1Signal not recommended, but enhanced crossing recommended per NCHRP 562. 
2Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK) already implemented at intersection. 
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4.5 Discussion 
Simply meeting a signal warrant does not require the installation of a traffic signal. A variety of 
factors considered in the recommendation included the number of warrants met, proximity of 
existing traffic signals, intersection operations, and field observations. 

Intersections that did not meet any warrants for signalization were not discussed further. 
Intersections that met two or more warrants for signalization were not discussed further. 
Intersections that met only one warrant are discussed, regardless of the recommendation. 
Intersections that met two or more warrants for signalization that are recommended, were not 
discussed further. 

4.5.1 Intersections Recommended for Signalization or Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon 
(PHB) 

 #16 California Street and Flora Street – Meets Warrant 5. Only 4 gaps of 20 seconds 
were observed for 30 minutes during the morning peak period. Meets NCHRP 562 “red” 
criteria. NCHRP 562 “red” criteria is beyond active and enhanced thresholds, which 
requires red indication/control at intersection. Also, signalization meets California PHB 
warrant. This intersection is recommended for either or installation of a pedestrian hybrid 
beacon.  

 #33 Main Street and Broadway Avenue – Meets Warrant 5. No gaps of 24 seconds were 
observed for 30 minutes during the afternoon peak period. Meets NCHRP 562 “red” 
criteria. Meets California PHB warrant. This intersection is recommended for either 
signalization or installation of a pedestrian hybrid beacon. This would result in 280’ 
signal spacing to Netherton Avenue, so the signals should be coordinated. 

4.5.2 Intersections Not Recommended for Signalization – One Warrant Met 

 #13 Brookside Road and Gleneagles Drive – Initially this intersection met warrant 3, 
peak hour warrant. However, after revisions the minor street was analyzed as a 2-lane 
approach due to the turn pockets for right and left turns. No operational issues beyond 
light queuing were observed. This intersection does not appear to be recommended for 
a signal at this time. 

 #18 California Street and Vine Street – Meets Warrant 5. Observed only 12 gaps of 20 
seconds for 30 minutes during the morning period. Meets NCHRP 562 “enhanced or 
active” criteria. NCHRP 562 “enhanced and active” criteria is a device and/or treatment 
that enhances the pedestrian ability to cross the street, and enhances visibility of the 
crossing location and pedestrian waiting to cross. This is beyond crosswalk. Does not 
meet California PHB warrant. This location is recommended for an enhanced crossing 
treatment, but not a signal or PHB.  

 #23 Don Avenue and Waudman Avenue – Meets Warrant 3. Observed occasional 6-7 
car queue lengths for eastbound right-turn movement only in the morning peak period 
due to Wagner-Holt Elementary School. No operational issues beyond modest queuing 
were observed. This intersection does not appear to be recommended for a signal at this 
time. 
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 #30 Hazelton Avenue and Stanislaus Street – Meets Warrant 5. Observed only 8 gaps of 
23 seconds for 30 minutes during the afternoon period. Meets NCHRP 562 “crosswalk” 
criteria. NCHRP 562 “crosswalk” criteria is a where crosswalks are marked. Does not 
meet California PHB warrant. While NCHRP 562 does not suggest that an “enhanced or 
active” crosswalk is required, this intersection should be considered for an enhanced 
crossing treatment due to its proximity to an elementary school. 

 #42 Pacific Avenue and Monterey Avenue – Meets Warrant 3. Observed occasional 3-4 
car queue lengths for westbound movement only in the evening peak period. No 
operational issues beyond modest queuing were observed. Close proximity to the 
University of Pacific. This intersection currently has a rectangular-rapid flashing beacon 
installed for pedestrians to cross, but it does not appear to be recommended for a signal 
at this time. 

 #49 Robinhood Drive and Claremont Avenue – Meets only Warrant 2. Observed 
occasional 5-6 car queue lengths for eastbound movement in the morning and evening 
peak periods. Minor street has right turn pocket. No operational issues beyond modest 
queuing were observed. 

 #51 Tam O'Shanter Drive and Shamrock Drive – Meets only Warrant 1. Not 
recommended due to the resulting 370' signal spacing. An existing TWLTL already 
allows for two stage left turns, and there is an alternate route out via the signal at 
Hammertown. Additionally, the existing striping is problematic for a signal, with two 
approach lanes and one wide departure lane (lane drop taper immediately past the 
intersection). A signal would also potentially restrict left turn access into the U-Haul, 
which would affect their internal circulation. No significant queuing/delay was observed 
for minor street approaches in the field. 

4.5.3 Intersections Not Recommended for Signalization – Two Warrants Met 

 #21 Davis Road and Chaparral Way – There are two SB lanes and one NB lane. This 
location would not meet any warrant assuming a "2 lane major street." The intersection 
only meets Warrants 1 and 2 because of the "1 lane major street" assumption and the 
major street speed limit of 45 mph. The highest flow in the direction with one lane on the 
major street is the PM peak hour, but the intersection currently operates at LOS B (with 
the northbound approach at LOS C). The side street volumes are fairly low, and this 
intersection would operate at LOS C with side-street stop control. It is assumed that the 
all-way stop control was implemented to help residents turn out onto a high speed 
roadway, rather than due to excessive delay. No significant queuing/delay was observed 
in the field. 

 #22 Davis Road and Royal Oaks Drive – There are two SB lanes and one NB lane. This 
location meets Warrant 1 and Warrant 2 under either a one-lane or two-lane major street 
assumption. However, this signal would be less than 400 feet from the recently installed 
signal at Wagner Heights Road. Additionally, the volumes are relatively low and the 
warrant is only met because of the speed limit of 45 mph. The side street operates at 
LOS C or better during the peak hours under side-street stop control. There is a two-way 
left turn lane (TWLTL) north of the intersection. Consider extending the TWLTL south of 
the intersection to allow for a two-stage left turn out. Consider trimming trees and shrubs 
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to help improve sight lines. Approximately 30 seconds of delay was observed for a few 
left-turning minor street vehicles in the morning peak period. No other operational issues 
were observed. 

5. INTERSECTION CONTROL EVALUATION 
This section provides a summary of the intersection control evaluation (ICE), including 
methodology and recommendations. This study is based on Caltrans guidance for the ICE 
process at each of the twenty (20) intersections that met traffic signal warrants. The purpose of 
this study is to select the most cost effective intersection control strategy, based on delay, 
safety, and cost. The results of the ICE were combined with the traffic signal warrant analysis, 
site observations and engineering judgment to form a basis for recommendations.  

Based on the traffic signal warrant analysis, 20 intersections met signal warrants and were 
recommended for further Intersection Control Evaluation. A full complement of output reports for 
all intersections is included in Appendix E. 

5.1 Methodology 
This study is based on guidelines set forth in the Caltrans ICE Process Informational Guide. The 
first step was analyzing existing conditions, including level of service and crash data. An 
engineering analysis was performed to assess the changes in level of service and crashes that 
would result from an intersection control change, and a safety benefit cost ratio (BCR) was 
calculated. Finally, an engineering review was completed for each location, taking into account 
factors such as feasibility/constructability, footprint, the surrounding context, vulnerable road 
users, and cost, to determine the more effective improvement. 

5.1.1 Level of Service 

A key mobility metric is level of service (LOS), which is based on average vehicle delay. LOS is 
a quantitative stratification of performance that represents quality of service. There are six levels 
of service, ranging from A to F.  LOS A represents the best operating conditions from the 
traveler’s perspective and LOS F the worst. The City of Stockton prescribes a minimum LOS of 
“D” for intersections outside of the downtown area. Synchro was used to assess the LOS for the 
AM and PM peak periods. Synchro reports are documented in Appendix F. Synchro is an 
industry standard analysis tool used for the analysis of signalized and unsignalized intersections 
(including stop-control and roundabouts). Synchro incorporates the Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM) methodologies, which were used to calculate the control delay and LOS. 

5.1.2 Intersection Control Evaluation - Safety Benefit/Cost Analysis 

Intersection Control Evaluations provide guidance on the type of control that is most 
appropriate. The improvement should result in a safer and more efficient intersection. 

DKS developed a spreadsheet, consistent with the Caltrans’ safety benefit and cost ratio (BCR) 
methodology, and used it to perform the ICE analysis. Modifying intersection control will change 
both the crash rate, as well as the average cost (due to change in severity) of crashes. The 
benefits are calculated as the annual value of crash savings from the control change. The costs 
are calculated as the annualized initial construction cost, plus annual costs for operating and 
maintaining the modified intersection. The planning-level construction costs of converting stop-
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controlled intersections to signal and roundabout control are shown in Table 6. These assumed 
costs are based off improvements at similar intersections. The table includes different costs 
based on the type of intersection (T or 4-leg) and the number of lanes on the major roadway 
(single or multi-lane).  

Table 6: Construction Cost Breakdown for Control Types 

Intersection Cost 

Type Lanes Signal Roundabout 

T 
Single  $      300,000   $      750,000  

Multi-Lane  $      350,000   $   1,000,000  

4-Leg 
Single  $      400,000   $   1,000,000  

Multi-Lane  $      450,000   $   1,250,000  
 

Average right-of-way costs of $250,000 (assumes partial right-of-way takes) was added to 
construction costs for all roundabout types. The initial construction cost was converted into an 
annualized cost based on a discount/interest rate of 3% and life cycle of 20 years, which are 
often used values for public works construction projects. In addition to the construction costs, 
Table 7 provides a breakdown of the operations and maintenance costs for all control types 
(stop, signal and roundabout) by T-intersection and 4-Leg intersection. Existing roundabouts in 
Stockton do not have landscaping in the inscribed circle; however, there are CCTV cameras 
installed and maintained. These assumed costs are based off similar improvement projects. 

 

Table 7: Annual Operations & Maintenance Cost Breakdown for Control Types 

T 

Type of Cost Stop Signal Roundabout 

Luminaires - Electrical Consumption and Maintenance $166  $497  $994  

Electrical Consumption by Traffic Signals $0  $526  $0  

Signal Retiming $0  $1,667  $0  

Signal Maintenance $0  $4,500  $0  

Roundabout Landscaping Maintenance $0  $0  $0  

Roundabout CCTV Maintenance $0  $0  $1,000  

Annual Cost: $166  $6,439  $2,994  

4-Leg 

Type of Cost Stop Signal Roundabout 

Luminaires-Electrical Consumption & Maintenance $331  $663  $1,326  

Electrical Consumption by Traffic Signals $0  $841  $0  

Signal Retiming $0  $1,667  $0  

Signal Maintenance $0  $4,500  $0  

Roundabout Landscaping Maintenance $0  $0  $0  

Roundabout CCTV Maintenance $0  $0  $1,000  

Annual Cost: $331  $6,920  $3,326  
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The safety benefits are calculated based on the crash reduction savings. The conversion of a 
stop-controlled intersection into a signalized intersection, or roundabout, reduces the severity of 
the collision. Table 8 provides a breakdown of the crash modification factors (CMF) and savings 
from Caltrans. The table includes the existing condition (two-way stop controlled or all-way stop 
controlled), type (T or 4-leg), to (signal, single-lane roundabout or 2-lane roundabout), CMF, 
base crash cost (cost of collision with existing control) and new crash cost (cost of collision in 
proposed conditions). The base crash costs are described in the Crash Data section. 

Table 8: Breakdown of Crash Reduction Savings 
Existing 
Control 

Type To CMF 
Base Crash 

Cost 
New Crash 

Cost 
TWSC T Signal 0.8 142,600 116,500 

TWSC T RAB-1 0.61 142,600 43,500 

TWSC T RAB-2 0.8 142,600 43,500 

TWSC 4-Leg Signal 0.8 180,100 126,700 

TWSC 4-Leg RAB-1 0.61 180,100 43,500 

TWSC 4-Leg RAB-2 0.8 180,100 43,500 

AWSC T Signal 1.22 180,800 116,500 

AWSC T RAB-1 1 180,800 43,500 

AWSC T RAB-2 1 180,800 43,500 

AWSC 4-Leg Signal 1.22 109,400 126,700 

AWSC 4-Leg RAB-1 1 109,400 43,500 

AWSC 4-Leg RAB-2 1 109,400 43,500 
Note: RAB-1 = Single lane roundabout. RAB-2 = Multi-lane roundabout. CMF = Crash 
modification factor. 

5.1.3 Volume Data 

Twelve (12) hours of weekday vehicle turning movement traffic counts (including vehicles, 
bicycles and pedestrians) were collected for use in the ICE for 20 unsignalized intersections. 
The data was collected between Tuesday, November 7, 2017 and Thursday, November 9, 
2017, during the hours of 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM. Collecting 12 hours of volume data ensures the 
capture of the morning (AM) and evening (PM) peak hour, as well as pedestrians throughout the 
day. Planning-level 20-year projected entering volumes are needed for crash analysis. These 
are estimated from existing entering volumes, based on an annual growth rate of 2%, and a 9% 
ratio of PM peak hour volumes to average daily volumes. 

5.1.4 Crash Data 

Raw collision data was retrieved from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System 
(SWITRS) for the City of Stockton for the most recent 5 years (8/15/2012-8/15/2017). The 
dataset includes a multitude of information for each collision: date, time, location, traffic control, 
weather, severity, primary collision factor, lighting and CHP notes. Per the Caltrans’ 
methodology, the total number of collisions at an intersection for all types is used for the ICE 
analysis.  
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5.1.5 Safety Benefit-Cost Ratio 

The number of collisions in the most recent 5 years is converted to collision rate, based on the 
number of entering vehicles. Next, the collision rate is used to determine the expected 20-year 
collisions (based on 20-year projected volume), assuming no change in control. The average 
annual collision frequency is calculated over the 20 years. The annual collision cost is 
calculated based on Caltrans’ average crash cost data, which takes into account all severity 
types (property damage, injury, fatality).  Lastly, the annual crash cost savings are calculated 
based on the crash costs of the proposed condition, minus the crash costs of the existing 
condition. The annual crash cost savings are counted as the “benefits” in the BCR calculation. 
The annual benefits are divided by the annual costs (construction, operations, and 
maintenance) to determine the safety benefit-cost ratio. 

5.2 Results 
The summary of the LOS for existing and signalized conditions is shown in Table 9. This table 
includes the intersection location, control type, delay (seconds per vehicle) and LOS during the 
AM and PM peak period. 

The summary of the LOS for existing and roundabout conditions is shown in Table 10. This 
table includes the intersection location, control type, delay (seconds per vehicle) and LOS 
during the AM and PM peak period. 
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Table 9: Summary of LOS for Existing and Signalized Conditions 
   Existing  Signalized 

Intersection 
Control 

AM  PM 
Control 

AM  PM 

   Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS 

6th Street  & Airport Way  TWSC  20.0  C  25.4  D  Signal  6.5  A  6.3  A 

Lincoln Road  & Alexandria 
Place 

AWSC  43.2  E  12.5  B  Signal  14.7  B  11.7  B 

Alpine Avenue  & Alvarado 
Ave 

TWSC  90.4  F  143.5  F  Signal  6.4  A  7.2  A 

Alpine Avenue  & Sutter St  TWSC  248.8  F  515.2  F  Signal  11.9  B  14.3  B 

Arch Airport Road  & 
Giannecchini Lane 

TWSC  44.4  E  26.9  D  Signal  27.4  C  9.1  A 

Arch Airport Road  & Pock 
Lane 

TWSC  36.3  E  46.0  E  Signal  23.5  C  24.1  C 

Flora St  & California St  TWSC  17.1  C  15.1  C  Signal  25.0  C  30.3  C 

Castle/Hampton Street  & El 
Dorado St 

TWSC  130.2  F  191.1  F  Signal  10.3  B  20.8  C 

Driftwood Place  & Feather 
River Rd 

AWSC  72.4  F  41.4  E  Signal  36.1  D  68.4  E 

Horsetail Street  & Holman Rd  TWSC  27.6  D  27.6  D  Signal  11.1  B  10.5  B 

Morada Lane  & Lower 
Sacramento Rd 

TWSC  14.1  B  18.2  C  Signal  8.9  A  11.4  B 

Main Street  & Broadway Ave  TWSC  21.5  C  16.6  C  Signal  12.7  B  7.6  A 

French Camp Road  & 
McDougald Blvd 

TWSC  35.4  E  26.1  D  Signal  8.5  A  7.8  A 

Caywood Drive  & Morada 
Lane 

TWSC  29.2  D  25.8  D  Signal  10.5  B  7.4  A 

Cherbourg Way  & Morada 
Lane 

TWSC  42.5  E  35.2  E  Signal  13.9  B  10.8  B 

Swain Road  & Morgan Place  AWSC  72.1  F  73.3  F  Signal  70.6  E  77.7  E 

Burke Bradley Drive  & 
Pershing Ave 

TWSC  42.0  E  74.3  F  Signal  7.3  A  9.4  A 

Marco Polo Drive  & Pershing 
Ave 

TWSC  45.8  E  728.6  F  Signal  6.8  A  9.3  A 

Mendocino Avenue  & 
Pershing Ave 

TWSC  86.5  F  170.0  F  Signal  10.0  A  10.9  B 

Princeton Avenue  & Pershing 
Ave 

TWSC  649.0  F  863.1  F  Signal  5.5  A  6.1  A 

Note: TWSC: Two-Way Stop Control, AWSC: All-Way Stop Control                                                         
Worst stop controlled delay reported for TWSC intersections                                                                                                   
Shaded/Bold cells do not meet City of Stockton LOS D Standard 
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Table 10: Summary of LOS for Existing & Roundabout Conditions 
   Existing  Roundabouts 

Intersection 
Control 

AM  PM 
Control 

AM  PM 

   Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS  Delay  LOS 

6th Street  & Airport Way  TWSC  20.0  C  25.4  D  Round  8.2  A  9.5  A 

Lincoln Road  & Alexandria 
Place 

AWSC  43.2  E  12.5  B  Round  12.3  B  7.2  A 

Alpine Avenue  & Alvarado 
Ave 

TWSC  90.4  F  143.5  F  Round  8.5  A  8.4  A 

Alpine Avenue  & Sutter St  TWSC  248.8  F  515.2  F  Round  8.1  A  9.3  A 

Arch Airport Road  & 
Giannecchini Lane 

TWSC  44.4  E  26.9  D  Round  29.5  D  12.6  B 

Arch Airport Road  & Pock 
Lane 

TWSC  36.3  E  46.0  E  Round  9.1  A  8.5  A 

Flora St  & California St  TWSC  17.1  C  15.1  C  Round  6.6  A  5.7  A 

Castle/Hampton Street  & El 
Dorado St 

TWSC  130.2  F  191.1  F  Round  10.5  B  17.8  C 

Driftwood Place  & Feather 
River Rd 

AWSC  72.4  F  41.4  E  Round  14.0  B  17.9  C 

Horsetail Street  & Holman Rd  TWSC  27.6  D  27.6  D  Round  6.7  A  7.5  A 

Morada Lane  & Lower 
Sacramento Rd 

TWSC  14.1  B  18.2  C  Round  9.2  A  8.5  A 

Main Street  & Broadway Ave  TWSC  21.5  C  16.6  C  Round  5.7  A  5.4  A 

French Camp Road  & 
McDougald Blvd 

TWSC  35.4  E  26.1  D  Round  10.0  A  10.8  B 

Caywood Drive  & Morada 
Lane 

TWSC  29.2  D  25.8  D  Round  13.0  B  11.8  B 

Cherbourg Way  & Morada 
Lane 

TWSC  42.5  E  35.2  E  Round  17.5  C  13.9  B 

Swain Road  & Morgan Place  AWSC  72.1  F  73.3  F  Round  12.7  B  12.7  B 

Burke Bradley Drive  & 
Pershing Ave 

TWSC  42.0  E  74.3  F  Round  10.4  B  10.6  B 

Marco Polo Drive  & Pershing 
Ave 

TWSC  45.8  E  728.6  F  Round  8.2  A  9.9  A 

Mendocino Avenue  & 
Pershing Ave 

TWSC  86.5  F  170.0  F  Round  15.3  C  19.6  C 

Princeton Avenue  & Pershing 
Ave 

TWSC  649.0  F  863.1  F  Round  13.9  B  16.9  C 

Note: TWSC: Two-Way Stop Control, AWSC: All-Way Stop Control                                                         
Worst stop controlled delay reported for TWSC intersections                                                                                                   
Shaded/Bold cells do not meet City of Stockton LOS D Standard 
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The summary of the benefit-cost ratios for signal vs roundabout is shown in Table 11. This table 
includes the intersection location, control type, multi-lane (M) or single lane (S), number of 
collisions in the past 5 years, and the safety benefit-cost ratio for signal vs roundabout.  

Table 11: Summary of Safety Benefit-Cost Ratios 

Safety Benefit/Cost Ratio 

Intersection Control 
Multi/Single 

Lane 
5-Year 

Collisions 
Signal Roundabout 

6th Street  & Airport Way TWSC M 6 1.6 1.1 
Lincoln Road  & Alexandria Place AWSC S 4 0.9 1.2 

Alpine Avenue  & Alvarado Ave TWSC M 15 4.0 2.8 
Alpine Avenue  & Sutter St TWSC M 7 2.2 1.5 
Arch Airport Road  & Giannecchini Lane TWSC M 4 1.1 0.6 

Arch Airport Road  & Pock Lane TWSC M 6 1.8 1.3 
Flora St  & California St TWSC M 6 1.8 1.3 
Castle/Hampton Street  & El Dorado St TWSC M 7 2.2 1.5 

Driftwood Place  & Feather River Rd AWSC M 19 3.9 4.6 
Horsetail Street  & Holman Rd TWSC M 1 0.3 0.2 
Morada Lane  & Lower Sacramento Rd TWSC M 1 0.3 0.2 

Main Street  & Broadway Ave TWSC M 4 1.2 0.8 
French Camp Road  & McDougald Blvd TWSC S 11 3.3 2.8 
Caywood Drive  & Morada Lane TWSC S 4 1.2 1 

Cherbourg Way  & Morada Lane TWSC S 13 3.9 3.3 
Swain Road  & Morgan Place AWSC S 4 -0.8 0.5 
Burke Bradley Drive  & Pershing Ave TWSC M 10 2.6 1.9 

Marco Polo Drive  & Pershing Ave TWSC M 8 2.5 1.7 
Mendocino Avenue  & Pershing Ave TWSC M 14 4.3 3 
Princeton Avenue  & Pershing Ave TWSC M 19 5.0 3.6 

 

The summary of the safety benefit-cost ratios and intersection delay/LOS for signal and 
roundabout control is shown in Table 12. This table includes the intersection location, control 
type, safety benefit-cost ratio (BCR), the LOS in the AM and PM peak hour for signalized 
roundabout alternatives, and the recommended control. 
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Table 12: Breakdown of Safety Benefit-Cost Ratios & LOS for Signal vs Roundabout 
Signal Roundabout 

Recommended 
Control 

  Safety 
BCR 

LOS Safety 
BCR 

LOS 

Intersection AM PM AM PM 

6th St  & Airport Way 1.6 A A 1.1 A A Signal 

Lincoln Rd  & Alexandria Pl 0.9 B B 1.2 B A Roundabout 

Alpine Ave  & Alvarado Ave 4 A A 2.8 A A Signal 

Alpine Ave  & Sutter St 2.2 B B 1.5 A A Signal 
Arch Airport Rd  & 
Giannecchini Ln 

1.1 C A 0.6 D B Signal 

Arch Airport Rd  & Pock Ln 1.8 C C 1.3 A A Signal 

Flora St  & California St 1.8 C C 1.3 A A 
Signal or 

PHB1 

Castle/Hampton St  & El 
Dorado St 

2.2 B C 1.5 B C Signal 

Driftwood Pl  & Feather 
River Rd 

3.9 D E 4.6 B C Roundabout 

Horsetail St  & Holman Rd 0.3 B B 0.2 A A Signal 
Morada Ln  & Lower 
Sacramento Rd 

0.3 A B 0.2 A A Signal 

Main St  & Broadway Ave 1.2 B A 0.8 A A 
Signal or 

PHB1 

French Camp Rd  & 
McDougald Blvd 

3.3 A A 2.8 A B Signal 

Caywood Dr  & Morada Ln 1.2 B A 1 B B Roundabout 
Cherbourg Way  & Morada 
Ln 

3.9 B B 3.3 C B Roundabout 

Swain Rd  & Morgan Pl -0.8 E E 0.5 B B Roundabout 
Burke Bradley Dr  & 
Pershing Ave 

2.6 A A 1.9 B B Signal 

Marco Polo Dr  & Pershing 
Ave 

2.5 A A 1.7 A A Signal 

Mendocino Ave  & Pershing 
Ave 

4.3 A B 3 C C Signal 

Princeton Ave  & Pershing 
Ave 

5 A A 3.6 B C Signal 

 
Note: TWSC: Shaded cells for proposed upgrade                                                                                         
PHB: Pedestrian-HAWK Beacon 
1 Location only met Signal Warrant 5 (school crossing). Signal or PHB is recommended. 
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5.3 Discussion 
All intersections that met traffic signal warrants and were recommended for ICE were analyzed. 
An intersection control evaluation was completed to determine whether a traffic signal or 
roundabout would perform better. Although a few locations returned a safety benefit-cost ratio 
below 1 (i.e. costs greater than benefits) an improvement is still recommended. The safety 
benefit-cost ratio is solely based on the crash reduction savings, and does not take delay or 
minor street operations into account. Variety of factors considered in the recommendation, 
including the safety benefit-cost ratio, intersection delay/LOS, proximity to school and 
pedestrian activity in our recommendation. 

6th Street & Airport Way would operate at LOS A if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
However, installing a traffic signal will result in a higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower 
construction and right-of-way costs than installing a roundabout. Therefore a traffic signal is 
recommended. 

Lincoln Road & Alexandria Place would operate slightly better if upgraded to a roundabout 
over a signal. The safety benefit-cost ratio is slightly higher for a roundabout. Due to the 
horizontal constraints posed by Fivemile Creek, the intersection will be offset to the southeast 
corner. This realignment will reduce speeds on approaches and separate the intersection from 
the creek. A roundabout is recommended at this location; consider an oval-shaped roundabout 
due to the configuration.  

Alpine Avenue & Alvarado Ave would operate at LOS A if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, 
and potential impacts to the adjacent cemetery, a traffic signal is recommended. 

Alpine Avenue & Sutter St would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, 
proximity to nearby signals, and potential impacts to adjacent residential parcels, a traffic signal 
is recommended. 

Arch Airport Road & Giannecchini Lane would operate with a lower level of experienced 
delay if upgraded to a traffic signal. Additionally, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower 
construction and right-of-way costs a traffic signal is recommended. 

Arch Airport Road & Pock Lane would operate with a lower level of experienced delay if 
upgraded to a roundabout. However, a traffic signal is recommended due to the higher safety 
benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs. 

Flora Street & California Street was recommended to be considered for a pedestrian hybrid 
beacon (PHB) or traffic signal, based on the Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis. This intersection 
would operate with a lower level of experienced delay if upgraded to a roundabout. However, 
due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs and high 
pedestrian activity, a signal or PHB is recommended.  

Castle Street/Hampton Street & El Dorado St would operate similarly if upgraded to a traffic 
signal or roundabout. However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction 
and right-of-way costs, and potential impacts to adjacent residential parcels, a traffic signal is 
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recommended. Additionally, installing a roundabout may be geometrically challenging due to the 
offset of the Castro Street and Hampton Street legs of the intersection.  

Driftwood Place & Feather River Road would operate with a lower level of experienced delay 
if upgraded to a roundabout. It appears that the footprint of a roundabout would not likely impact 
adjacent residential parcels. Additionally, a roundabout would be expected to reduce the 
relatively high crash rate at this location. Due to the similar safety benefit-cost ratios and 
apparent feasibility of a roundabout at this location, a roundabout can be considered for this 
intersection. The roundabout installation may require the removal of two trees and relocation of 
utilities along the east side of the intersection. 

Horsetail Street & Holman Road would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, 
and potential impacts to adjacent residential parcels, a traffic signal is recommended. As was 
discussed, the safety benefit-cost ratio is below 1.0 does not mean that the installation of a 
traffic signal is not justified. The traffic signal warrant analysis recommended that a traffic signal 
be considered at this location due to meeting both Warrant 1 (8 hour volume) and Warrant 2 (4 
Hour volume). 

Morada Lane & Lower Sacramento Rd would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or 
roundabout. However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-
way costs, and potential impacts to adjacent residential parcels, a traffic signal is 
recommended. As was discussed, the safety benefit-cost ratio is below 1 does not mean the 
traffic signal is not justified. The traffic signal warrant analysis recommended that a signal be 
considered at this location due to meeting both Warrant 1 (8 hour volume) and Warrant 2 (4 
Hour volume). Even with the 2-stage left turn, the geometric design of this intersection and high 
speeds on Lower Sacramento Road makes the westbound left turn movement challenging for 
many drivers.  

Main Street & Broadway Ave was recommended to be considered for a pedestrian hybrid 
beacon (PHB) or signal, based on the Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis. This intersection would 
operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. However, due to the higher safety 
benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, and the potential for roundabout 
queues to spill back to the adjacent signal, a signal or PHB is recommended. The signal or PHB 
should be coordinated with the Main Street/Netherton Avenue signal. 

French Camp Road & McDougald Boulevard would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal 
or roundabout. However, a traffic signal is recommended due to the higher safety benefit-cost 
ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs. 

Caywood Drive & Morada Lane would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
While signals show a higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, 
roundabouts have the advantage of serving to calm traffic adjacent to Westwood Elementary 
School by slowing vehicle speeds. Additionally, the undeveloped land on the north side of 
Morada Lane means that a roundabout can likely be constructed with minimal impact to 
adjacent properties. The nearby intersection of Cherbourg Way and Morada Lane is another 
location that meets signal warrants and is also geometrically feasible to implement a 
roundabout. Roundabouts considered at both of these locations. 
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Cherbourg Way & Morada Lane would operate similarly if upgraded to a signal or roundabout. 
While signals show a higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower construction and right-of-way costs, 
roundabouts have the advantage of serving to calm traffic adjacent to Westwood Elementary 
School, as described at the intersection of Caywood Drive and Morada Lane. Due to the 
geometric feasibility and traffic calming benefits, roundabouts are recommended along Morada 
Lane at both Caywood Drive and Cherbourg Way. 

Swain Road & Morgan Place is currently an AWSC intersection with high volumes on single 
lane approaches in the N/S and E/W direction. The intersection operates at LOS F, converting 
to a signal slightly improves conditions to LOS E. Using the Caltrans ICE tool, the safety benefit-
cost ratio for a traffic signal is negative 0.8 (-0.8). This is because the Caltrans crash 
modification factor from an All-Way Stop Control (AWSC) to a traffic signal slightly increases 
the projected crashes. Due to the low number of collisions at the intersection and the increase in 
average annual collision cost compared to existing conditions, the benefits are negative. This 
intersection is a recommended candidate for a roundabout due to the safety benefit and the 
major improvement to intersection delay/LOS. 

Burke Bradley Drive & Pershing Ave would operate similarly if upgraded to a traffic signal or 
roundabout. However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, and lower construction and 
right-of-way costs, a traffic signal is recommended. 

Marco Polo Drive & Pershing Ave would operate at LOS A if upgraded to a traffic signal or 
roundabout. However, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, and lower construction and 
right-of-way costs, a signal is recommended. 

Mendocino Avenue & Pershing Ave would operate with a lower level of experienced delay if 
upgraded to a traffic signal. Additionally, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, lower 
construction and right-of-way costs, and the potential for a roundabout to impact adjacent 
residential parcels, a traffic signal is recommended. The unique geometry of this intersection 
and the poor line of sight for the westbound channelized right-turn approach likely contributes to 
the higher crash frequency. It is recommended to remove the channelized westbound right turn 
and realign the east leg of the intersection to a 90-degree angle. The south curb line would 
remain the same. Both the west and east legs of Mendocino Avenue would be signalized, 
although due to the offset approaches, they may have to operate split-phase. Coordination is 
recommended between the Pershing Ave/Mendocino Ave intersection and the nearby 
signalized intersection of Pershing Ave/Alpine Ave. Additionally, the eastbound channelized 
right turn at Pershing Ave/Alpine Ave is recommended to be removed. W Sonoma Avenue 
would remain unsignalized with side-street stop control.  

Princeton Avenue & Pershing Ave would operate with a lower level of delay if upgraded to a 
signal instead of a roundabout. Additionally, due to the higher safety benefit-cost ratio, and 
lower construction and right-of-way costs, a traffic signal is recommended. 
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6. TRAFFIC SIGNAL & ROUNDABOUT PRIORITIZATION 
This evaluation methodology is based on guidelines and process set forth in the City of Stockton 
Traffic Signal Priority study conducted in 2008 with updated/new procedures described below. 

6.1 Traffic Signal Priority Procedure 
This evaluation methodology is based on guidelines and process set forth in the City of Stockton 
Traffic Signal Priority study conducted in 2008. This priority rating procedure analyzes existing 
conditions, including traffic volumes, pedestrians, street conditions and speed limits. DKS 
recommended installing traffic signals at 16 intersections. These are evaluated on the points 
scoring system to recommend installation priority, as funding becomes available. Explanation of 
the traffic signal priority evaluation criteria is given below.  

1. Volume criteria is based on both the total ADT entering the intersection and percentage 
of traffic volume from the side street (rounded off to nearest 5%). These data were 
collected in task 2. More points are awarded as both the entering volume and side street 
percentage increase. (2 to 625) 

2. Annual Crash criteria is based on the highest number of crashes in any 12-month 
period of the 5 year collision data. The types of crashes considered include right angle, 
pedestrian, and correctable left turn crashes. Points are awarded as ten times the 
number of annual crashes. (10 x [Annual Crashes]) 

3. Pedestrian points are calculated from the observed number of pedestrians crossing 
major street. This does not reflect latent crossing demand, which may be suppressed 
due to lack of crosswalks and/or poor driver yielding. An assumed demand is used to 
calculate the Pedestrian factor which is based on surrounding uses, distance to nearest 
marked crossing, and engineering judgement. (0 to 100) 

4. Signal spacing points are awarded, based on the distance to the nearest signalized 
intersection. More points are awarded for greater signal spacing. (7 to 75) 

5. Regional area access considers whether or not a convenient alternative route is 
available for local traffic to access the major roadway at a traffic signal. More points are 
awarded for more difficult existing access. (0 to 40) 

6. Approach Speed uses the posted speed limit on the major street and awards more 
points for higher posted speed limits. (0 to 75) 

7. Coordination points are awarded, based on the distance between existing and the 
proposed traffic signal(s) in terms of cycle length.  

8. All-way stop controls at the intersections results in traffic delay for all approaches. 
Signalizing the intersection results in less overall delay and increased efficiency. 
Efficiency of all-way stop controls decreases with a greater difference between major 
and minor street volumes indicated by the formula below: 

Points = T (V/S – 1)  
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Where T = total volume ADT, V= major street volume, S= Side street volume; all in thousands. 

9. Miscellaneous Factors are considered, including: 

a. T-Intersection: points are deducted, due to less operational benefits than a signal at 
a four-leg intersection. (0 or -10) 

b. Railroad Crossing: points are awarded, due to increased safety from additional 
traffic controls and preemption. (0 or 25) 

c. Refuge for Left Turning Vehicles: one-third of the points from the volume category 
are deducted. Existing refuge islands reduce the delay and enhance the safety of 
side-street left turns, even without a traffic signal. (0 or -1/3 x [Volume Points]) 

d. Visibility: Intersections with poor sight distance due to building structures, fences or 
highway geometry can be rectified with a signal. (0 to 25) 

e. Gaps in Traffic Stream: Points are awarded based on the degree of difficulty 
crossing the major street. This is approximated based on the side-street level of 
service. (0 to 25) 

f. Type of Intersection: More points are awarded for crossing a two-way street (more 
difficult) than a one-way street (less difficult). (-10 to 20) 

g. Offset Intersection/Unusual Geometry: Points are deducted, as these types of 
intersections are generally more complex and expensive to signalize, compared to 
standard configurations. (0 or -10) 

h. Adjacent to School: Points are awarded due to increased safety benefits for young 
roadway users. Crossings typically occurs during the AM peak hour. (0 or 20) 

i. Adjacent to Place of Worship: Points are awarded due to increased safety benefits 
for vulnerable users. Crossings typically occur outside the peak hour. (0 or 5) 

6.2 Roundabout Priority Procedure 
This evaluation methodology was developed from guidelines set forth in the City and County of 
Honolulu Traffic Signal Prioritization Methodology Study conducted in 2015 and City of Rancho 
Palos Verdes (CA) public works guidelines developed in 2005. The roundabout methodology 
was adapted from these studies due to their heavy focus on prioritizing safety benefits. Many of 
the factors in Stockton’s signal prioritization methodology do not apply to roundabouts, so a new 
approach was needed. This priority rating procedure analyzes existing conditions, including 
traffic volumes, five year crash history, pedestrian volumes, and the surrounding context. 5 
intersections are recommended to install roundabouts. These are evaluated on the points 
scoring system to recommend installation priority, as funding becomes available. Explanation of 
the roundabout evaluation criteria is given below.  

1. Volume criteria is based on both the major street and minor street ADT. These data 
were collected in Task 2. More points are awarded as both the entering volume and side 
street percentage increase. (0 to 20) 
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2. Five Year Crashes are based on the latest five years of collision data. Recognizing that 
roundabouts typically reduce the crash severity as well as the crash frequency, more 
points are awarded for more severe crashes. Points are awarded as ten times the 
number of property damage only (PDO) crashes, plus thirty times the number of injury 
crashes, plus one hundred times the number of fatal crashes. (10 x [PDO Crashes] + 30 
x [Injury Crashes] + 100 x [Fatal Crashes]) 

3. Pedestrian points are calculated from the observed number of pedestrians crossing the 
major street. This does not reflect latent crossing demand, which may be suppressed 
due to lack of crosswalks and/or poor driver yielding. (0 to 10) A bonus ten points are 
awarded if the intersection is adjacent to a school. (0 or 10) 

4. Constructability considers both project cost and right-of-way acquisition, which is a 
resource-intensive endeavor. 

a. Estimated construction cost points are awarded based on the total 
construction cost, including soft costs and right-of-way acquisition. (0 to 20) 

b. Right of Way Acquisitions points consider whether there are no right-of-way 
takes, sliver takes, or substantial takes. (-20 to 0). Sliver takes that result in 
substantial impacts to property owners (e.g. loss of parking or functionality) 
should be considered as substantial takes. 

5. Miscellaneous Factors are considered, including: 

a. Activity Centers within 1000 feet: including schools, places of worship, parks, 
libraries, employment centers, event centers, sporting facilities, senior centers, 
commercial centers, fire stations, medical facilities, and high density residential. (0 to 
3 max.) 

b. Restricted Sight Distance: points are awarded, due to increased safety from traffic 
controls. (0 or 2) 

c. Existing Level of Service: Points are awarded based on the operational 
performance of the existing traffic control. (0 to 50) 
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6.3 Results 
The summary of the points score system evaluation for both signals and roundabouts is listed in 
the tables below. Intersections with less priority are recommended with Pedestrian HAWK 
Beacon installation to increase safety. Additionally, the traffic fee zone for each intersection is 
listed. 

Table 13: Summary of Priority Rating Evaluation for Signalized Intersections 

Ranking  ID  Intersection 

Traffic 
Fee 
Zone 

Signal 
Points 

Recommended 
Traffic Control 

1  47  Mendocino Avenue  & Pershing Ave  1  375  Signal 

2  9  Arch Airport Road  & Pock Lane  3  296  Signal 

3  44  Burke Bradley Drive  & Pershing Ave  1  293  Signal 

4  48  Princeton Avenue  & Pershing Ave  1  257  Signal 

5  46  Marco Polo Drive  & Pershing Ave  1  252  Signal 

6  6  Alpine Avenue  & Alverado Ave  2  245  Signal 

7  32  Morada Lane  & Lower Sacramento Rd  1/2  233  Signal 

8  4  6th Street  & Airport Way  3/4  225  Signal 

9  42  Pacific Avenue & Monterey Avenue  1/2  221  *Signal 

10  51  Tam O'Shanter Drive & Shamrock Drive  2  220  *Signal 

11  21  Davis Road & Chaparral Way  1  213  *Signal 

12  35  French Camp Road  & McDougald Blvd  4  211  Signal 

13  24  Castle/Hampton Street  & El Dorado St  2  207  Signal 

14  30  Hazelton Avenue & Stanislaus Street  3  204  *Signal 

15  8  Arch Airport Road  & Giannecchini Lane  3  203  Signal 

16  49  Robinhood Drive & Claremont Avenue  2  181  *Signal 

17  23  Don Avenue & Waudman Avenue  1  177  *Signal 

18  7  Alpine Avenue  & Sutter St  2  176  Signal 

19  31  Horsetail Street  & Holman Rd  2  167  Signal 

20  22  Davis Road & Royal Oaks Drive  1  157  *Signal 

21  13  Brookside Road & Gleneagles Drive  1  122  *Signal 

22  33  Main Street  & Broadway Ave  2/3  105  PHB or Signal 

23  16  Flora St  & California St  2  97  PHB or Signal 
 PHB: Pedestrian-HAWK Beacon 
*Signal: These intersections are not recommended for signalization at this time, see Section 4: Traffic 
Signal Warrant Analysis for discussion. 
 

There are 14 intersections that are recommended for signalization, 8 intersections that were 
ranked but not recommended for signalization and 2 intersections recommended for pedestrian-
HAWK beacon installation. The summary of the number of locations per traffic fee zone is 
shown in Table 14.  
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Table 14: Summary of Priority Rating for Signalized Intersection by Traffic Fee Zone 

Traffic Fee Zone 
Number of 
Locations 

1  8 

2  7 

3  4 

4  1 

1 & 2  2 

2 & 3  1 

3 & 4  1 
Intersections located between traffic zones were added to both zones. 
 
 

Table 15: Summary of Priority Rating Evaluation for Roundabouts 

Ranking  ID  Intersection 

Traffic 
Fee 
Zone 

Roundabout 
Points 

Recommended 
Traffic Control 

1  28  Driftwood Place  & Feather River Rd  1  494  Roundabout 

2  40  Cherbourg Way  & Morada Lane  2  199  Roundabout 

3  39  Caywood Drive  & Morada Lane  2  129  Roundabout 

4  5  Lincoln Road  & Alexandria Place  1  103  Roundabout 

5  41  Swain Road  & Morgan Place  1  92  Roundabout 
 

Priority output reports are included in Appendix G for the signalized locations and Appendix H 
for the roundabout locations.  

6.4 Discussion 
No national or state-wide criteria exists to prioritize the installation of warranted traffic signals or 
recommended roundabouts. Evaluation criteria have been adapted from previous City of 
Stockton standards, as well as a literature review of other jurisdictions with similar standards, 
including the County of Ventura, the City and County of Honolulu and the City of Rancho Palos 
Verdes (CA). The evaluation criteria take a holistic approach, considering volumes, surrounding 
context, safety, and human factors. The various categorical weightings constitute a policy 
decision. The point values may be adjusted by the City, should it feel that a particular criterion 
merits an increase in priority. 

In general, the most influential factor for signal prioritization is entering volume; locations with a 
high entering volume and a relatively high percentage of side-street traffic receive more points. 
This reflects the basis of signal warrants 1-3, by which most of the City’s signals are warranted. 
Traffic signals tend to decrease certain types of crashes and increase others, whereas 
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roundabouts tend to result in lower overall crash frequencies and greatly decreased crash 
severity. Therefore, the most influential factors for roundabout prioritization are crash frequency 
and severity. 

The proposed prioritization system should be one of multiple factors considered, when choosing 
how to allocate funds for operational and safety improvements. The ranking should not be 
interpreted to override engineering judgment, or new information as it becomes available. 
Construction costs, funding source constraints/conditions, and public/stakeholder input may 
necessitate modifying the recommended order of construction.  

6.4.1 Traffic Signal Prioritization 

Mendocino Avenue and Pershing Avenue ranks the highest due to high volumes, resulting 
signal spacing, and an existing lack of gaps for side-street traffic. The annual number of right 
angle, pedestrian, and left turn crashes is moderate (3 per year). However, a review of the 
overall crash history reveals the trend is consistent, with a total of 15 crashes over five years, 
one of which involved a fatality. The unique geometry of this intersection and the poor line of 
sight for the westbound channelized right-turn approach likely contributes to the higher crash 
frequency. The signal improvements would have to be combined with geometric improvements 
to square up the westbound approach, resulting in a more expensive project. 

Arch Airport Road and Pock Lane ranks the second highest due to a combination of factors, 
including moderate volumes, moderately high crash history, signal spacing, regional area 
access benefits, and high approach speeds. The intersection geometry and striping are already 
set up to allow for a relatively simple and cost-effective signal installation. 

Pershing Avenue and Burke Bradley Drive ranks the third highest due to high volumes, 
moderately high crash history, and location adjacent to San Joaquin Delta College. There is 
assumed to be latent pedestrian demand between the Venetian Park Apartments on the west 
side of the roadway and the large shopping center and university on the east side of the 
roadway. It is recommended to consider signalizing this location at the same time as Pershing 
Avenue and Marco Polo Drive, to achieve cost savings and coordinate the traffic signals. 

Pershing Avenue and Princeton Avenue ranks the fourth highest due to moderate volumes, 
moderately high crash history, and resulting signal spacing. This location is adjacent to the west 
side of University of the Pacific, and located at the end of a horizontal curve and just 
downstream of a bridge along Pershing Avenue. 

Pershing Avenue and Marco Polo Drive ranks the fifth highest due to high volumes and 
location adjacent to San Joaquin Delta College. There is assumed to be latent pedestrian 
demand between the Venetian Park Apartments and Courtyard at Venetian Terrace on the west 
side of the roadway and the sports fields and university on the east side of the roadway. It is 
recommended to consider signalizing this location at the same time as Pershing Avenue and 
Burke Bradley Drive, to achieve cost savings and coordinate the traffic signals. 

Alpine Avenue and Alvarado Avenue ranks the sixth highest due to moderate volumes, 
moderately high crash history, and resulting signal spacing. This location is adjacent to the west 
side of University of the Pacific, and located at the end of a horizontal curve and just 
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downstream of a bridge along Pershing Avenue. This location provides access to Alpine Avenue 
for Oak Park and its sports facilities, as well as the Park Village Apartments. 

Morada Lane and Lower Sacramento Road ranks the seventh highest due to moderate 
volumes and high approach speeds. This location loses points for having a refuge for left-
turning vehicles, although the left turn out is still not comfortable due to the small refuge and 
high speeds. It is notable that this location has a low crash history, despite relatively poor 
visibility and high speeds. This may be a result of the fairly moderate volumes on Lower 
Sacramento (for a four lane roadway), and residents possibly exercising great caution. 

Airport Way and Sixth Street ranks the eighth highest due to a combination of factors, 
including moderate volumes, signal spacing, regional area access benefits, and moderately high 
approach speeds. The signal would provide access to Garfield Elementary School and pockets 
of residential development. However, this location has a low crash history and low side-street 
demand. 

McDougald Boulevard and French Camp Road ranks the ninth highest due to high approach 
speeds and regional access benefits. The signal would enhance access to Interstate 5 from the 
southern portion of Weston Ranch. However, this location has low major street volume, 
moderately low crash history, and low pedestrian demand. 

El Dorado Street and Castle Street/Hampton Street ranks the tenth highest due to 
moderately high volumes and signal spacing. The signal would improve egress from the 
surrounding neighborhoods. However, this location has low side street volume, moderately low 
crash history, and low pedestrian demand. The offset intersections would result in less efficient 
signal operations. 

Arch Airport Road and Giannecchini Lane ranks the eleventh highest due to high approach 
speeds and signal spacing. The signal would provide an additional access point for a light 
industrial area. However, this location has low side street volume, low crash history, and low 
pedestrian demand. Additionally, signalizing Arch Airport Road and Pock Lane would provide an 
additional signalized access point for this area. 

Alpine Avenue and Sutter Street ranks the twelfth highest due to moderately low volumes, 
close signal spacing, and availability of alternative routes to access a signal. 

Holman Road and Horsetail Street ranks the thirteenth highest due to moderately low 
volumes, close signal spacing, and low crash history. 

Main Street and Broadway Avenue ranks the fourteenth highest due to low volumes, close 
signal spacing, availability of alternative routes to access a signal, and low crash history. 
Additionally, this location only meets the school crossing warrant, so consideration of a 
pedestrian hybrid beacon instead of a traffic signal is recommended. 

California Street and Flora Street ranks the fifteenth highest due to low volumes, close signal 
spacing, and availability of alternative routes to access a signal. The crash history is moderate. 
This location only meets the school crossing warrant, so consideration of a pedestrian hybrid 
beacon instead of a traffic signal is recommended. 
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6.4.2 Roundabout Prioritization 

Feather River Road and Driftwood Place ranks the highest due to the high crash history at 
this location. The five-year crash history reveals that more than half of the 16 crashes involved 
an injury, one of which involved a fatality. Installing a roundabout would likely reduce overall 
crashes, particularly of severities involving injuries and fatalities. 

Morada Lane and Cherbourg Way ranks the second highest due to the moderate crash history 
at this location. The five-year crash history reveals that 3 of the 7 crashes involved an injury, 
although none were fatalities. The most common primary collision factors were unsafe speed 
and right-of-way violations, both of which are mitigated by roundabouts. The north side of the 
roadway is undeveloped. Converting this intersection to a roundabout should be considered as 
part of the development’s circulation, access, and traffic impact mitigation strategy. The City 
should consider implementing this roundabout at the same time as the recommended Morada 
Lane and Caywood Drive roundabout to coordinate traffic control, coordinate installation of 
communications systems/CCTV, and save on project costs. 

Morada Lane and Caywood Drive ranks the third highest due to the moderately low crash 
history at this location. The five-year crash history reveals that 2 of the 4 crashes involved an 
injury, although none were fatalities. The most common primary collision factors were unsafe 
speed and right-of-way violations, both of which are mitigated by roundabouts. The roundabout 
would also facilitate drop-off/pick-up operations at the adjacent school, and enhance traffic 
safety by slowing speeds. The north side of the roadway is undeveloped. Converting this 
intersection to a roundabout should be considered as part of the development’s circulation, 
access, and traffic impact mitigation strategy. The City should consider implementing this 
roundabout at the same time as the recommended Morada Lane and Cherbourg Way    
roundabout to coordinate traffic control, coordinate installation of communications 
systems/CCTV, and save on project costs. 

Lincoln Road and Alexandria Place ranks the fourth highest due to the low volumes and low 
crash history at this location. The five-year crash history reveals that 1 of the 2 crashes involved 
an injury, although none were fatalities. Both were caused by right-of-way violations. The 
roundabout would also enhance traffic safety around Lincoln High School, where pedestrians, 
bicyclists, student drivers, and parents converge. The location is somewhat challenging due to 
the natural constraint of Fivemile Creek. Alexandria Place and Lincoln Road would have to be 
realigned, and the roundabout shifted slightly southeast of the current intersection. 

Swain Road and Morgan Place ranks the fifth highest due to the moderate volumes and low 
crash history at this location. The five-year crash history reveals that the only crash that 
occurred was property damage only. This roundabout is primarily recommended for operational, 
rather than safety, benefits. Right-of-way constraints preclude adding additional turn lanes that 
would be required to achieve acceptable signal operations. The roundabout principle of “wide 
nodes for narrow roads” is a good fit for this context. While this roundabout ranks lowest due to 
the good safety performance of the existing intersection, the City may consider increasing the 
priority of this roundabout to second. The two Morada Lane roundabouts may be dependent on 
developer funds in lieu of signal improvements at these locations. The Lincoln Road/Alexandria 
Place roundabout may be costly to construct, due to the roadway realignments and short 
summer construction window (to avoid interfering with school operations). 
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6.4.3 Roundabout Concept Plans 

Roundabout concept plans were designed for the 5 intersections recommended for 
roundabouts. The roundabouts were designed to convert the intersections into mini single-lane 
roundabouts in order to reduce the right-of-way impacts. Lincoln Road and Alexandria Place 
requires right-of-way acquisition due to the proximity to the creek and school. The preliminary 
cost estimates for the roundabouts are shown in Table 16. 

Table 16: Summary of Cost Estimates for Recommended Roundabouts 

Intersection  Construction Cost1 
Soft Costs & 

Contingencies2 
Total Costs 

Driftwood Place  & Feather River Rd  $125,164  $93,873  $219,037 

Cherbourg Way  & Morada Lane  $136,641  $102,481  $239,122 

Caywood Drive  & Morada Lane  $177,795  $133,346  $311,141 

Lincoln Road  & Alexandria Place3  $190,749   $143,062  $333,811 

Swain Road  & Morgan Place  $162,012  $121,509  $283,521 
1: Construction costs by Wong Engineers, Inc. based on roundabout concept plans                                          
2: Soft costs (50%) include mobilization, traffic control, engineering design, and construction 
administration. Additional contingency (25%) is assumed. 
3: Construction cost for Lincoln Road/Alexandria Place roundabout includes $75,000 for R/W acquisition. 
 

The cost estimates included site preparation and grading, water (drainage), sanitary sewer, 
storm water and street improvements. The detailed cost estimates are included in Appendix I. 

6.4.4 Convert Signalized Intersection to Roundabout 

The purpose of this study was not to evaluate converting signalized intersections to 
roundabouts; however, the City may consider evaluating this in the future. Signalized 
intersections that had previously met signal warrants may occasionally fall below warrant 
thresholds. This may occur due to changes in the roadway network or development 
redistributing traffic volumes, closure of a school or pedestrian generator, or abandonment of an 
at-grade railroad crossing. In such cases if the traffic signal is no longer warranted, it should be 
removed. An engineering evaluation should then be done to recommend appropriate control, be 
it side-street stop control, all-way stop control, or yield control (roundabouts). The California 
MUTCD states, "On State highways, the engineering study shall include consideration of a 
roundabout (yield control)... On local streets and highways, the engineering study should 
include consideration of a roundabout (yield control)." 

Converting signalized intersections to roundabouts typically reduces the likelihood and severity 
of collisions, average control delay, and annual maintenance. Caltrans developed a tool for the 
ICE process to analyze the costs and crash modification factors of converting intersections 
between different control types. A crash modification factor (CMF) is a multiplicative factor that 
indicates the proportion of crashes that would be expected after implementing an improvement. 
CMFs with a value less than 1.0 indicate an expected decrease in crashes, and CMFs with a 
value greater than 1.0 indicate an expected increase in crashes. The summary of CMFs and 
crash savings for converting signals to roundabouts is shown in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Summary of CMF and Crash Savings for Signal to Roundabout Conversion 

 

Geometry  Convert To  CMF 
Savings Per 

Crash 

Signal (Urban 
Area) 

Four‐Leg, 
Multi‐Leg, 
Offset T 

Side‐Street Stop  1.25  ‐$68,600 

All‐Way Stop  0.82  $29,900 

Single Lane Roundabout  0.73  $87,600 

Multi Lane Roundabout  1.00  $87,600 

T, Y, or Other 

Side‐Street Stop  1.25  ‐$69,000 

All‐Way Stop  0.82  ‐$37,000 

Single Lane Roundabout  0.73  $78,900 

Multi Lane Roundabout  1.00  $78,900 
Source: Caltrans ICE tool 
 

For example, the City is considering removing the traffic signal at San Joaquin Street and 
Acacia Street due to its low volume. For this four-leg intersection, the conversion from a traffic 
signal to a single-lane roundabout is expected to reduce crash costs from $123,300 to $35,700 
and result in 27% fewer crashes. Another benefit to converting existing signalized intersections 
to roundabouts is that electrical service already exists to power CCTV, communications, and 
safety lighting infrastructure, which the City of Stockton desires for roundabouts. 

7. LEFT-TURN PHASING ANALYSIS 
This section provides a summary of the left-turn traffic signal phasing evaluation, including 
methodology, results, and recommendations. This study is based on guidance in the California 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD) for each of the fifteen (15) 
intersections that had received a request for protected left turn phasing. These 15 locations are 
listed as follows: 

 Benjamin Holt Drive  & Plymouth 
Road 

 Benjamin Holt Drive  & Herndon 
Place 

 Walnut Street  & California Street 

 El Dorado Street  & Robinhood Drive 

 El Dorado Street  & Benjamin Holt 
Drive 

 Fremont Street  & Filbert Street 

 Hammer Lane  & Lan Ark Drive 

 Hammer Lane  & Montauban 
Avenue 

 Hammer Lane  & Lorraine Avenue 

 March Lane  & McGaw Street 

 March Lane  & Precissi Lane 

 Country Club Boulevard  & Pershing 
Avenue 

 Harding Way  & Pershing Avenue 

 West Lane  & Hammertown Drive 

 Hazelton Avenue  & Airport Way 
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The purpose of this study is to determine which, if any, of these intersections meet the need for 
protected left turn phasing based on traffic volume, traffic delay, traffic safety, and engineering 
judgement. The results of this analysis are summarized in this section along with the 
recommendations. 

7.1 Methodology 
This study is based on guidance in Chapter 4D of the California Manual of Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (CA MUTCD) which states the following: 

Protected left turn phases should be considered where such alternatives (banning left turns, 
modifying geometry to eliminate the left turn, or protected-permissive phasing) couldn’t be 
utilized, and one or more of the following conditions exist: 

1. Collisions - Five or more left turn collisions for a particular left turn movement during a recent 
12-month period. 

2. Delay - Left-turn delay of one or more vehicles, which were waiting at the beginning of the 
green interval and are still remaining in the left turn lane after at least 80% of the total number of 
cycles for one hour. 

3. Volume - At new intersections where only estimated volumes are available, the following 
criteria may be used. For pre-timed signal or a background-cycle-controlled actuated signal, a 
left turn volume of more than two vehicles per approach per cycle for a peak hour; or for a 
traffic-actuated signal, 50 or more left turning vehicles per hour in one direction with the product 
of the turning and conflicting through traffic during the peak hour of 100,000 or more. 

4. Miscellaneous  -  Other factors that might be considered include but are not limited to: 
impaired sight distance due to horizontal or vertical curvature, or where there are a large 
percentage of buses and trucks. 
 
All four criteria were used to assess the need for protected left-turn phasing at each of the 15 
study intersections. A prioritized list of locations meeting any one of the criteria and a prioritized 
list of locations that currently do not meet but may meet one of these criteria in the future were 
created. 

7.2 Collision Trends 
Raw collision data was retrieved from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System 
(SWITRS) for the City of Stockton for the most recent 20 month period available (1/01/2016-
8/15/2017). The dataset includes a multitude of information for each collision: date, time, 
location, traffic control, weather, severity, primary collision factor, lighting, etc. This data was 
reviewed to determine if any study intersections had five or more collisions associated with a 
single left turn movement during any 12 month period. As a first step, the total number of 
collisions during the highest 12 month period at each intersection was identified. Locations with 
five or more total collisions were then reviewed to determine if at least five were associated with 
a single left turn movement. This review showed that no locations met these criteria. The 
highest 12 month collision totals are shown in Table 18. It should be noted that there was one 
fatal collision associated with the northbound left turn at Hazelton Avenue & Airport Way that 
occurred during the study timeframe. 
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Table 18: Highest 12 Month Collisions 

Location 
Total Intersection 

Collisions in recent 12 
month period 

Highest Correctable left 
Turn Collisions* 

Benjamin Holt Drive  & Plymouth Road  4  ‐ 

Benjamin Holt Drive  & Herndon Place  8  ‐ 

Walnut Street  & California Street  3  ‐ 

El Dorado Street  & Robinhood Drive  10  2 (WBL and EBL) 

El Dorado Street  & Benjamin Holt Drive  8  ‐ 

Fremont Street  & Filbert Street  12  2 (SBL) 

Hammer Lane  & Lan Ark Drive  10  1 (NBL and SBL) 

Hammer Lane  & Montauban Avenue  10  1 (SBL) 

Hammer Lane  & Lorraine Avenue  14  4 (SBL) 

March Lane  & McGaw Street  6  ‐ 

March Lane  & Precissi Lane  12  2 (SBL) 

Country Club Boulevard  & Pershing Avenue  7  ‐ 

Harding Way  & Pershing Avenue  7  ‐ 

West Lane  & Hammertown Drive  8  ‐ 

Hazelton Avenue  & Airport Way  14  4 (NBL) 

*Locations where there were 10 or more collisions in a 12 month period only, highest correctable left turn 
total(s) shown 

7.3 Delay 
Traffic counts were collected and average intersection delay and average movement delay were 
calculated for each study location using the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodology. 
Protected left turn phasing was deemed necessary for locations where the average left turn 
delay was greater than the cycle length. Table 19 summarizes the results of this analysis. As 
noted, El Dorado Street and Robinhood Drive El Dorado Street and Benjamin Holt Drive, and 
March Lane and McGaw Street met these criteria. 

Each location was field reviewed following this office evaluation to verify results. A summary of 
those field reviews follows: 

Benjamin Holt Drive & Plymouth Road 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Benjamin Holt Drive) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Plymouth Road). Plymouth Road has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. During both peaks there were moderate northbound left 
volumes, but light conflicting southbound volumes leading to queues consistently clearing each 
cycle.  

Benjamin Holt Drive & Herndon Place 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Benjamin Holt Drive) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Herndon Place). Herndon Place has a single shared 
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left/through/right lane on each approach, though there is width for through movement vehicles to 
get around vehicles waiting to make a left turn. During both peaks there were moderate 
southbound left volumes, but light conflicting northbound volumes leading to queues 
consistently clearing each cycle.  

Walnut Street & California Street 

This location has permissive phasing on both the major street (California Street) and minor 
street (Walnut Street). California Street has two through lanes in each direction, with a left turn 
pocket for the northbound approach. Walnut Street ends at California Street at a "T" intersection 
with a single approach lane. Crosswalks are present on all legs. Volumes to and from Walnut 
Street were low in both peak hours, and minimal delay was observed. The maximum left turn 
queue observed was one vehicle, and queues consistently cleared on each cycle. 

El Dorado Street & Robinhood Drive 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (El Dorado Street) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Robinhood Drive). Robinhood Drive has a right turn pocket and a 
shared left/through lane on each approach. Eastbound left volumes were heavy, but there were 
limited opposing westbound movements. The maximum queue observed was 12 vehicles in the 
eastbound direction and queues cleared most cycles. Some red light running was observed at 
the end of the eastbound phase during some cycles and through vehicles often went around 
stopped left turning vehicles in the right turn lane. 

El Dorado Street & Benjamin Holt Drive 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (El Dorado Street) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Benjamin Holt Drive). Benjamin Holt Drive has a right turn pocket 
and a shared left/through lane on each approach. Westbound volumes on Benjamin Holt Drive 
were low and eastbound volumes were moderate in both peak hours. Moderate delay was 
observed. The maximum left turn queue observed was nine eastbound vehicles and queues 
generally cleared on each cycle with some exceptions. 

Fremont Street & Filbert Street 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Fremont Street) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Filbert Street). Filbert Street has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. Volumes on Filbert Street were low in both peak hours, 
and minimal delay was observed. The maximum left turn queue observed was three vehicles, 
and queues consistently cleared on each cycle. 

Hammer Lane & Lan Ark Drive 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Hammer Lane) and permissive phasing 
on the side street (Lan Ark Drive). Lan Ark Drive has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. Volumes on Lan Ark Drive were moderate for the 
southbound left and low for the northbound approach during both peaks leading to low delay. 
The maximum left turn queue observed was six vehicles for the southbound approach and 
queues consistently cleared on each cycle. 
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Hammer Lane & Montauban Avenue 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Hammer Lane) and permissive phasing 
on the side street (Montauban Avenue). Montauban Avenue has a left turn pocket, through lane 
and a right turn pocket on each approach. Volumes on Montauban Avenue were low in the AM 
peak hour and moderate in the PM peak hour. Minimal delay was observed for AM peak and 
moderate delay for PM peak. The maximum left turn queue observed was seven vehicles for 
northbound left vehicles. The queues consistently cleared on each cycle, with some exceptions 
in the PM peak hour. 
Hammer Lane & Lorraine Avenue 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Hammer Lane) and permissive phasing 
on the side street (Lorraine Avenue). Lorraine Avenue has a left turn pocket, through lane and a 
right turn pocket on each approach. The southbound right turn is channelized. Volumes 
on Lorraine Avenue were moderate for the southbound left and low for the northbound 
movements during both peak hours, and minimal delay was observed for both peak periods. 
The maximum left turn queue observed was eleven vehicles for southbound left vehicles. The 
queues consistently cleared on each cycle.  

March Lane & McGaw Street 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (March Lane) and permissive phasing 
on the side street (McGaw Street). McGaw Street has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. Moderate volumes on both northbound and southbound 
approaches lead to some delays particularly during the peak 15 minute periods. The maximum 
left turn queue observed was seven vehicles on the southbound approach. Queues cleared 
most cycles, though some red light running was observed at the end of the northbound and 
southbound phases. 

March Lane & Precissi Lane 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (March Lane) and permissive phasing 
on the side street (Precissi Lane). Precissi Lane has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. Low volumes were observed on Precissi Lane during the 
AM peak hour and moderate volumes were observed during the PM peak hour. The maximum 
left turn queue observed was four vehicles on the southbound approach. Queues consistently 
cleared each cycle. 

Country Club Boulevard & Pershing Avenue 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Pershing Avenue) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Country Club Boulevard). Pershing Avenue has a left turn lane, 
through lane, and shared through/right lane on each approach. Country Club Boulevard has a 
left turn pocket and a shared through/right lane on each approach. Volumes on the east leg of 
Country Club were low and volumes on the west leg of Country Club were moderate in both 
peak hours. Minimal delay was observed. The maximum left turn queue observed was four 
vehicles, and queues consistently cleared on each cycle. 
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Harding Way & Pershing Avenue 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (Pershing Avenue) and permissive 
phasing on the side street (Harding Way). Pershing Avenue has a left turn lane, through lane, 
and shared through/right lane on each approach. Northbound and southbound through volumes 
on Pershing Avenue are generally high, and the southbound left volume is moderate. Harding 
Way has a single lane approach in each direction. There is not sufficient width to provide turn 
pockets on the minor street without significant curb, gutter, sidewalk, and signal 
modifications. Volumes are low to moderate on the west leg, and moderate to moderately high 
on the east leg. The maximum left turn queue observed was six vehicles on the west leg and 
eight vehicles on the east leg. Queues generally cleared on each cycle, though there were 
cycles where it was observed that the westbound queue did not clear. The queuing in both 
directions is primarily caused by left turning vehicles (lower priority movement) blocking through 
and right turning vehicles (higher priority movements). 

West Lane & Hammertown Drive 

This location has protected phasing on the major street (West Lane) and permissive phasing on 
the side street (Hammertown Drive).  Hammertown Drive has a left turn pocket and a shared 
through/right lane on each approach. Volumes on Hammertown Drive were low in both peak 
hours, and minimal delay was observed for both peak periods. The maximum left turn queue 
observed was six vehicles for westbound left vehicles. The queues consistently cleared on each 
cycle. 

Hazelton Avenue & Airport Way 

This location has permissive phasing on both the major street (Airport Way) and minor street 
(Hazelton Avenue). Airport Way has a shared through/left and shared through/right lane on both 
approaches. There is not sufficient width to provide turn pockets without significant curb, gutter, 
sidewalk, and signal modifications. Hazelton Avenue has a left turn pocket, through lane, and 
shared through/right lane on each approach. Volumes on Hazelton Avenue were low in both 
peak hours, and minimal delay was observed. The maximum left turn queue observed was 
three vehicles, and queues consistently cleared on each cycle. Left turning volumes on Airport 
Way were low and through volumes were moderate. When a vehicle stopped to turn left, 
through vehicles were able to maneuver around the left turning vehicle if oncoming traffic was 
present. Delay was minimal to moderate. 

7.4 Volume Data 
AM and PM peak hour counts were collected at each of the study intersections and used for the 
evaluation left turning movements to determine if the criteria laid forth in the CA MUTCD for total 
volume was met. In order to meet the volume criteria for a left turn phase, the associated left 
turn must have at least 50 turning vehicles during a peak hour and the product of the left turn 
movement and opposing through movement must be greater than 100,000. The left turn and 
respective opposing through volumes are shown in Table 20. None of the intersections met the 
volume criteria. 
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Table 19: Intersection and Left Turn Delays 

Intersection 

Existing Delay Calculation 

Control 

AM  PM 

Intersection  Evaluated Left Turns  Intersection  Evaluated Left Turns 

Cycle+  Delay  LOS  Movement  Delay*  LOS*  Movement  Delay*  LOS*  Cycle+  Delay  LOS  Movement  Delay*  LOS*  Movement  Delay*  LOS* 

Benjamin Holt Drive  & Plymouth Road  Signal  110  33.0  C  SBL  28.5  C  NBL  47.3  D  110  26.1  C  SBL  36.8  D  NBL  46.3  D 

Benjamin Holt Drive  & Herndon Place  Signal  97A  17.0  B  SBL  20  C  NBL  15.6  B  97A  16.3  B  SBL  20  C  NBL  16.6  B 

Walnut Street  & California Street  Signal  75A  4.0  A  NBL  3  A   ‐  ‐  ‐  75A  4.1  A  NBL  2.7  A   ‐  ‐  ‐ 

El Dorado Street  & Robinhood Drive  Signal  110  71.1  E  EBL  772.7  F  WBL  87.1  F  120  171.7  F  EBL  1752.2  F  WBL  38.3  D 
El Dorado Street  & Benjamin Holt Drive  Signal  110  36.0  D  EBL  60.2  E  WBL  54.6  D  110  39.0  D  EBL  129.6  F  WBL  39.5  D 
Fremont Street  & Filbert Street  Signal  145A  16.9  B  SBL  20.3  C  NBL  18.3  B  145A  23.1  C  SBL  32.3  C  NBL  22.5  C 

Hammer Lane  & Lan Ark Drive  Signal  135A  14.3  B  SBL  36.9  D  NBL  32.5  C  135A  15.4  B  SBL  38.6  D  NBL  32.6  C 

Hammer Lane  & Montauban Avenue  Signal  110  14.6  B  SBL  51.7  D  NBL  50.1  D  120  22.4  C  SBL  76.6  E  NBL  75.5  E 

Hammer Lane  & Lorraine Avenue  Signal  110  26.7  C  SBL  48.3  D  NBL  31.1  C  120  28.8  C  SBL  64.2  E  NBL  34.2  C 

March Lane  & McGaw Street  Signal  110  21.9  C  SBL  118.1  F  NBL  90.1  F  120  19.9  B  SBL  86.6  F  NBL  70.4  E 

March Lane  & Precissi Lane  Signal  110  24.1  C  SBL  48  D  NBL  43.8  D  120  29.4  C  SBL  111.8  F  NBL  46.3  D 

Country Club Boulevard  & Pershing 
Avenue 

Signal  110  26.7  C  EBL  43.8  D  WBL  50.5  D  120  28.1  C  EBL  52  D  WBL  53.2  D 

Harding Way  & Pershing Avenue  Signal  110  28.5  C  EBL  39.7  D  WBL  48.8  D  120  31.8  C  EBL  40.5  D  WBL  56.1  E 

West Lane  & Hammertown Drive  Signal  110  17.0  B  EBL  42.7  D  WBL  55.6  E  120  29.0  C  EBL  38.3  D  WBL  86.6  F 

Hazelton Avenue  & Airport Way  Signal  98A  13.0  B  SBL  14.2  B  NBL  13.8  B  98A  13.1  B  SBL  14  B  NBL  13.9  B 
+ A=maximum cycle for actuated uncoordinated signals 

* Reported delay and LOS are for the movement shown. 

Bold shaded intersections represent average left turn delay greater than the cycle length.
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Table 20: Left Turn and Opposing Through Movement Volumes 

Primary Street  Secondary Street  Left 1 
Conflicting 
Thru 1 

Left 2 
Conflicting 
Thru 2 

AM Peak Hour  PM Peak Hour  Criteria for 
1 Met 

(For Either 
Peak Hour) 

Criteria for 
2 Met 

(For Either 
Peak Hour) Left 1 

Conflicting 
Thru 1 

Left 2 
Conflicting 
Thru 2 

Left 1 
Conflicting 
Thru 1 

Left 2 
Conflicting 
Thru 2 

Benjamin Holt Dr  Plymouth Rd  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  76  135  199  119  47  80  145  74  NO  NO 

Benjamin Holt Dr  Herndon Pl  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  264  56  20  63  219  66  15  60  NO  NO 

California St  Walnut St  NBL  SBT   ‐  ‐   43  712  ‐   ‐   39  594   ‐  ‐   NO  ‐  

El Dorado St  Robinhood Dr  EBL  WBT  WBL  EBT  125  43  30  26  188  46  12  45  NO  NO 

El Dorado St  Benjamin Holt Dr  EBL  WBT  WBL  EBT  114  59  23  27  160  41  18  38  NO  NO 

Fremont St  Filbert St  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  51  266  63  232  76  336  78  264  NO  NO 

Hammer Ln  Lan Ark Dr  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  156  13  22  36  119  26  29  20  NO  NO 

Hammer Ln  Montauban Ave  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  62  53  63  65  112  84  142  116  NO  NO 

Hammer Ln  Lorraine Ave  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  170  25  35  51  132  53  47  40  NO  NO 

March Ln  McGaw St  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  54  56  88  80  55  79  87  49  NO  NO 

March Ln  Precissi Ln  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  60  41  25  28  139  102  81  67  NO  NO 

Pershing Ave  Country Club Blvd  EBL  WBT  WBL  EBT  115  84  54  57  126  121  74  63  NO  NO 

Pershing Ave  Harding Way  EBL  WBT  WBL  EBT  61  29  85  53  63  57  100  57  NO  NO 

Hammertown Dr  West Ln  EBL  WBT  WBL  EBT  14  61  105  35  70  71  179  78  NO  NO 

Hazelton Ave  Airport Way  SBL  NBT  NBL  SBT  47  554  19  539  48  727  25  657  NO  NO 
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7.5 Results 
Based on the completed analysis three intersections met the criteria for left turn phasing. These 
intersections were El Dorado Street and Robinhood Drive, El Dorado Street and Benjamin Holt 
Drive, and March Lane and McGraw Street. The prioritization for intersection modification at 
these locations and the prioritization of the other locations for ongoing monitoring are presented 
in Table 21. 

El Dorado Street and Robinhood Drive presented significant delays for left turning vehicles 
from the side streets during both peak hours when analyzed using the HCM methodologies. 
There are three options for resolving this delay: 

1. Restripe the eastbound and westbound approaches to a dedicated left and shared 
through-right lane while maintaining existing phasing 

2. Restripe as in the previous option and provide protected left turn phasing. Swept path 
(e.g. AutoTurn) analysis should be performed to determine if the left turn phases can run 
concurrently, or if they should be run lead-lag 

3. Run the eastbound and westbound movements as split phasing 

Option one has the least impact to delay on El Dorado Street while still bringing the left turn 
delay to an acceptable level. Option three has the highest impact to delay on El Dorado Street, 
but the overall intersection would still operate with acceptable levels of delay. Option two is 
dependent on having space to run the left turns simultaneously; if there is not space in the 
intersection, then option two would have similar benefits and dis-benefits to option three. Both 
options two and three would have impacts to the coordination timing on El Dorado Street. Based 
on field observations option one is recommended 

El Dorado Street and Benjamin Holt Drive presented with significant delays to the eastbound 
left turn during the PM peak hour, and moderate left turn delays during the AM peak hour. Due 
to existing geometry, the only modification possible within the existing right of way would be to 
run Benjamin Holt Drive as split phase. This would have delay impacts to the coordinated timing 
on El Dorado Street, but this could be contained to still meet the City delay policy. Field 
observations showed that the delay from the HCM calculation was overstated, but modification 
should still be considered to address delay and red light running behavior. 

March Lane and McGaw Street presented with moderate to significant left turn delays during 
both AM and PM peak hours. Protected left-turn phasing is recommended for this location to 
reduce delay, but care will need to be taken in retiming the signal for this new operation. The 
additional phasing will cause higher delays to through and left turn movements on March Lane. 
Protected-permissive left turn phasing with a flashing yellow arrow on McGaw Street should be 
considered at this location. 
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Table 21: Summary of Guidance Criteria and Recommendations 

Ranking  Location 
Collision 
Criteria 
Met 

Delay 
Criteria 
Met‐
Office 
Review 

Delay 
Criteria 
Met‐ 
Field 

Review 

Volume 
Criteria 
Met 

Recommendation 

1 
El Dorado Street  & 
Robinhood Drive 

No  Yes  No  No 
Restripe, consider 
protected Phasing 

2 
El Dorado Street  & 
Benjamin Holt Drive 

No  Yes  No  No  Split phase EB and WB 

3 
March Lane  & 
McGaw Street 

No  Yes  No  No 
Protected‐permissive left‐
turn phasing NB and SB 

1 
March Lane  & 
Precissi Lane 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
collisions and delay 

2 
Hammer Lane  & 
Lorraine Avenue 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
collisions and delay 

3 
Hazelton Avenue  & 
Airport Way 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
collisions 

4 
West Lane  & 
Hammertown Drive 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
delay 

5 
Hammer Lane  & 
Montauban Avenue 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
delay 

6 
Fremont Street  & 
Filbert Street 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
collisions 

7 
Hammer Lane  & Lan 
Ark Drive 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
collisions 

8 
Harding Way  & 
Pershing Avenue 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
delay 

9 
Country Club 
Boulevard  & 
Pershing Avenue 

No  No  No  No 
Ongoing monitoring for 
delay 

‐ 
Benjamin Holt Drive  
& Herndon Place 

No  No  No  No  No action 

‐ 
Benjamin Holt Drive  
& Plymouth Road 

No  No  No  No  No action 

‐ 
Walnut Street  & 
California Street 

No  No  No  No  No action 

Note: Ongoing monitoring for collisions/delay suggest to continue to evaluate intersection. 
These intersections almost met the minimum criteria, thus advising to observe intersection. 
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